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Getting  Acquainted with your Guitar
How to hold your guitar K

Front View
In this illustration you see the most common method for holding a guitar. This  
guitarist has his right leg elevated by a foot stool, while this is not considered 
essential for a contemporary guitarist, it assist with good technique, especially 
in the early stages of learning.
The guitar should be held so that the headstock is elevated, allowing your fret 
hand to have plenty of access to the instrument. The guitar is held steady by 
applying opposing forces with each hand. Your strumming arm comes down 
over the top of the guitar’s body, keeping it pressed firmly against your body, 
while the fret hand grips the neck of the guitar, thusly keeping the instrument 
in place.  As a result the guitar’s headstock will angle away from your body, a 
good representation of this can be seen in an aerial view in the coming pages.

Side View
In the second illustration you can see how the guitarist sits with his torso as 
straight as is achievable, this in turn keeps the guitar itself almost completely 
upright, a slight angle is usually considered acceptable to allow the guitarist to 
see what is happening on the fretboard.
For the best support, the thighs should be parallel to the ground and the 
knees bent at close to right angles, with the feel as flat on the floor as is 
possible.
In this illustration you can get a better perspective of how the guitar’s 
headstock is angled forward from the guitarist’s body to give the elbow 
sufficient room to maneuver.  

Positioning Your Music Stand
How you position the material you’re learning from will greatly affect how 
well you learn.
Here we have an ariel view of the recommended way to position your music 
stand.  The reason we position our stand to one side is to create a direct ‘line 
of sight’.
One of the hardest things to do when playing the guitar is read your music 
and seeing what you are playing at the same time.  As you can see here, 
positioning the music stand in this way enables you to keep an eye on the 
music stand, and your fret hand, without moving your head. Once you get 
playing you will find that this will greatly assist with the speed of your chord 
changes and the accuracy of your playing in general.


